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All South Africans are living better than before

South Africans have a better lifestyle than what they had 10 years ago! Media reports fuelling the general sympathy does
not even mention this fact, which should be the basis of all business strategies...

We specifically look at the SA market in 1997 (three years after the birth of the New South
Africa), 2003 and 2013.

To keep things comparable we will use the LSM calculation that was determined in 1993 to
classify people into LSM segments. This way we are keeping the criteria for comparison
constant...

Click here to view the article in full, and here for more information on the authors' availability
to do keynote talks at company strategy conferences.

*Note that Bizcommunity staff and management do not necessarily share the views of its contributors - the opinions and
statements expressed herein are solely those of the author.*
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